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1. INTRODUCTION 

Ocean City Racing is an indie video game that was created by Ali Onur Uça. 

The aim of this thesis is to reveal the details , analyses and outcomes of this 

project. Ocean City Racing is an independently published open world driving game 

developed on Unreal Engine 3 for Windows PC .  

The thesis is composed in seven parts. Introduction part of the thesis will 

include general information about indie video games and the engine used , Unreal 

Development Kit (UDK). 

Figure #1: An official promotional image of “Ocean City Racing”. 

 

 

1.1. Indie Games 

Independent video games (commonly referred to as indie games) are video 

games created by individuals or small teams generally without video game 

publisher financial support. Indie games often focus on innovation and rely on 

digital distribution. Indie gaming has seen a rise in the latter half of the 2000s 

decade, primarily due to new online distribution methods and development tools. 
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There is no exact widely accepted definition of what constitutes an "indie 

game". However, indie games generally share certain commonalities. Indie games 

are developed by individuals, small teams, or small independent companies. 

Typically, indie games are smaller than mainstream titles. Indie game developers 

are generally not financially backed by video game publishers and usually have 

little to no budget available. Being independent, indie developers do not have 

controlling interests or creative limitations and do not require publisher approval 

as mainstream game developers usually do. Design decisions are also not limited 

by the allocated budget. Furthermore, smaller team sizes increase individual 

involvement. However, being "indie" does not imply that the game focuses on 

innovation. 

 

1.2. Unreal Development Kit 

Unreal Development Kit (UDK) is the free edition of Unreal Engine 3 that 

provides access to the award-winning 3D game engine and professional toolset 

used in blockbuster video game development, architectural visualization, mobile 

game development, 3D rendering, digital films and more. Unreal Engine 3 is a 

complete game development framework for consoles and DirectX9-equipped 

PC’s, providing the vast array of core technologies, content creation tools, and 

support infrastructure required by top game developers.  

UDK version of Unreal Engine 3 is the same software as the AAA developers 

that pay above $100.000 USD for license use. Only difference is with UDK , 

changing the source code of the engine is not allowed. For example when an AAA 

game developer obtains license for Unreal Engine 3, they can change the source 

code for lighting build and create their own lighting system but with UDK, the 

indie developers are obligated to use the default lighting system featured in UE3.  

Indie Game developers can sell their games by paying Epic Games the cost 

of $99 USD to obtain the license for UDK, and 25% royalty on UDK related 

revenue above $50,000 from all UDK-based games or commercial applications. 
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2. DESIGN 

 

2.1. Design Concept 

 

The design aspect of Ocean City Racing began in early 2012 by the work of 

Onur Uça. Opposite to the development of AAA video games (high budgeted titles 

developed by major developers) Ocean City Racing had a development cycle 

where both design and development were worked on at the same time. 

The idea was to create a driving game with multiple game modes that in 

the end would be a unique independently developed video game. The launch 

price was decided to be $4.99 in order to be competitive in the market. The game 

can be described as a unique mixture of popular video games like Grand Theft 

Auto , Midnight Club , Midtown Madness and Test Drive: Unlimited. 

For the game environment, the idea was to create a massive area set in a 

modern setting with many different areas such as city areas , tunnels , subway 

stations , mountains , bridges , alleyways , off-road areas , beaches , piers and 

much more to make sure every part of the game map would be a new experience 

for the players. 

In terms of vehicles it was decided there would be many types of vehicles 

to keep the game experience fresh: like SUV’s , supercars , muscle cars, quad 

bikes, go-karts , pickup trucks, sedans and much more. A total of 20 unique 

vehicles were featured at the final version of the game. 
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2.1. Game Modes 

Ocean City Racing was designed to have three distinctive game modes that 

players can choose to play.  Free roam, time-trial and race modes were featured 

in the final release build of the game. More and detailed info regarding these 

game modes will be featured in the Development section of the thesis. 

2.2.1 Free Roam 

         Free Roam Mode was the first game mode that was developed and shown to 

public. In the Free Roam mode players are able to explore Ocean City either on-

foot with a first person perspective ,  or by driving the vehicles that are scattered 

around the map. 

         Apart from exploring the map and driving around, players can find new 

hidden vehicles , stunt locations and easter eggs ( Graffitis of the infamous ‘Grumpy 

Cat’ around the city,  ‘Hitman’ hiding in the shadows at subway station, ‘Tommy Vercetti’ from 

Grand Theft Auto: Vice City lying inside an ambulance are just a few examples.)  Many players 

discovered these easter eggs themselves and posted videos of them finding these 

secrets on YouTube. An Easter egg is an intentional inside joke, hidden message, 

or feature in a video game. 

 
Figure #2: The beginning scene of the Free Roam Mode. 
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2.2.2 Time-Trial  

Time – Trial Mode was designed in a way to make sure every event would 

have a new and challenging feeling and would feature a different type of vehicle 

as well as different areas. Driving a quad-bike inside an active subway station, 

driving a truck through incoming traffic in a highway, jumping across the sea with 

a supercar are a few of the highlights of this mode. 

Time- Trial is a competitive event in which the participant is timed to cover 

a set distance in a pre-determined time, to be able to qualify for another event. 

Players were put through exciting and challenging tracks around Ocean City and 

were encouraged trying to make the best possible times around the tracks.  

Players were not forced complete these events in a strick road course and there 

were no ‘you are in the wrong way’ messages. Players  were encouraged to use 

short cuts and other types of roads to make faster times and have a unique 

experience each time they replay a certain event. 

 
Figure #3: A screenshot of from one of the Time-Trial events featuring a quad bike. 
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2.2.3 Race Mode 

 

Players were encouraged to play the race mode to compete and become 

the best driver in Ocean City. Players proceed by completing events in the first 

place and unlock new vehicles as they progress. There were a total of 10 unique 

race events. Every event had a total of 4 opponents and certain events had 

different types of vehicles like SUV’s. 

Unlike Need For Speed and other popular racing video games where races 

are done at very wide highway and city roads , the speed is mostly above 300 

km/h , and 90 degree turns can be made at unrealistic speeds like 200 km/h , 

Ocean City Racing Race Mode was designed to give players a realistic illegal city 

driving experience. Most roads in Ocean City are narrow, there are always 

incoming traffic , the players must brake heavily to make turns without crashing , 

they might lose control of the vehicle at high speeds and much more  examples 

can be given about the realistic fashion of the design. 

 
Figure #4: A screenshot from the Race Mode showcasing a high speed race. 
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3. DEVELOPMENT 

 

The development aspect of “Ocean City Racing” started in March 2012, the 

codename for the project was “Ocean City Game”. The project was worked on for 

6 months by Onur Uça alone, until there was enough material to showcase and 

recruit some help regarding specific areas of the development. The purpose of 

Ocean City Racing was to create a high quality video game and it was impossible 

to do the whole work alone. 

 

3.1. Level Design & Creation 

The design of Ocean City was first created by simple drawings. Later Onur 

Uça started learning the basics of ‘Unreal Development Kit’ and after a month of 

learning the basics, the creation process of now titled ‘Ocean City Racing’ started 

on April 2012. All the work done by Onur Uça was learned by reading through 

Unreal Developer Network Documentations , watching YouTube videos that 

described how engine tools work , asking questions through Epic Games Forums, 

contacting specific game developers that worked on Unreal Engine 3 powered 

games, or by trial and error method. Trial and error is a fundamental method of 

solving problems. It is characterised by repeated, varied attempts which are 

continued until success.  

 On computer, first the “land” of the environment was created by using the 

Unreal Terrain Editor Tool with 5 different layers. The whole bumps and the 

geometry of the land was done by hand inside Unreal Engine, including beaches, 

mountains ext. Unreal Engine 3’s terrain system lets developers create vast,  
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 realistic looking outdoor environments. Unreal Terrain features advanced 

streaming and the LOD system allows huge terrain sizes that are ideal for open 

world games. 

By using the Unreal Terrain without using too much of CPU and GPU 

resources,  a high poly and tessellated game world was achieved which also used 

1024x1024 textures that were tiled to make the game look sharp and use less 

resources. (at the beta build all ground textures were 2048x2048 but they were 

dropped to 1024x1024 at final build because of high memory usage)  

 

 
Figure #5: The Unreal Terrain tool showing how the land of Ocean City environment was created. 

 

Also to minimize the CPU and GPU usage, two different terrains were used 

for the main Ocean City area and for the island that players enter by driving 

through the bridge. The island was programmed not to render at full quality until 

the players are very close to reaching it. 
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Figure #6: The terrain of the island using 3 different layers with bump maps. 

 

After the terrain , the subway and tunnel areas were created again inside 

Unreal engine by using the Unreal Engine Geometry Mode which allows 

developers to create simple geometric shapes on the maps. Geometry mode gives 

the level designer much greater control over basic geometry than was ever 

before.  By using this tool the whole subway was modeled inside the engine using 

very few triangles and verticals. A 2 kilometer wall of one side of the subway was 

only 12 tris and 8 verts and it used a 512x512 texture that was horizontally tiled 

50x times to look crisp at close range. 
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Figure #7: An image of the subway area  in wireframe mode. 

 

The tunnel was also modeled inside Unreal Development Kit, but instead of 

using Unreal Engine Geometry mode, this time 2 unique low poly objects were 

used multiple times to design the tunnel inside the engine. 

After the basic “empty” city was modeled, it was time to start creating a 

crowded game environment. While modeling the entire huge city, a couple of 

performance saving decisions were made. Most of the buildings in the game were 

just simple cube shaped objects but was modeled inside the editor to have a 

building architecture. For textures of the buildings, a lot of random photos found 

from Google Images were used. These photos were worked on Adobe Photoshop 

in a way to turn them into detailed textures.  

For example, a photo of a Burger King restaurant was found through 

Google Image searches and first it was changed in Adobe Photoshop to become a 

game texture. Below is the 1024x512 texture that was manipulated from a 

random image to become a game texture. 
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Figure #8: The “Burger Frenzy” texture featured in the game. 

 

After the texture was created and imported inside the engine, an advanced 

material for the texture was created. Materials are what makes Unreal Engine 3 

have a distinctive lead in the game industry. Material Editor is a very powerful 

tool in the Unreal Editor that allows developers to create a multitude of effects. 

A material, in essence, is a small computer program that describes how a 

surface looks.  There’s a lot that can be done to surfaces.  For example the world 

isn’t just covered with flat paint.  You may have a soda can that’s highly reflective 

sitting on your desk.  Your computer monitor has a dull gray color when it’s 

turned off, but it glows when it’s on, and probably has some glare too if there’s a 

bright light behind you.  And if you’re in a room with a plaster wall, it probably has 

a bumpy surface that picks up highlights and shadows when light hits it at an 

angle. All of these effects are easy to achieve with the Unreal material system. 
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Figure #9: The material editor screenshot showing how the texture is rendered. 

 

Then, the material was placed on the cube mesh. This procedure was done 

to more than 50 textures to create different buildings and other objects from 

simple cubes. 

To create the asphalt roads of the game several similar versions of a base 

3d model was used, which also shared the same 2048x2048 texture. This 

particular road texture was the one and only highest resolution texture used in 

Ocean City Racing. For comparison , 2048x2048 textures are only used by certain 

PC games at high graphic settings. 

Ocean City Racing also featured a level of vegetation that very few games 

achieve to have in an open world game , by using a very small amount of 

resources. By using the Foliage Tool of Unreal Development Kit, 3 different types 

of grass meshes were “painted” on to the ground.  Foliage Mode was released to 

developers just a year before the development of Ocean City Racing began, so it is 

a very new technology. It was showcased by Epic Games at Game Developers 

Conference 2011. In the past, Unreal Engine 3 has had several legacy foliage 

systems including foliage volumes and terrain decorations, but they were quite 

inflexible, did not perform particularly well and did not interact well with Unreal 

Lightmass.  
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The new Foliage system allows developers to quickly paint or and erase sets 

of meshes on Landscape, Static Meshes and terrain. These meshes are 

automatically grouped together into batches that are rendered using hardware 

instancing, meaning many instances can be rendered with only a single draw call.  

 Using this method instead of placing the grass meshes one by one saved a 

lot of CPU and GPU calculations because the grass was programmed to appear 

when the player is “8000” Unreal Units close to the grass. Unreal Unit is a form of 

measurement used inside Unreal Engine instead of centimeter or inch to make in-

game measurements. Besides using foliage mode to add grass on most of the 

visible ground parts of the map, several other low poly vegetation meshes were 

used like flowers and bushes. 

 
Figure #10: An image showcasing the Foliage Tool used in the game. 

 

By using Unreal Material Editor, all the grass, trees and other plants had the 

ability to move dynamically to have a wind effect. However due to high CPU usage 

this feature of the game was removed close to the end of beta build. The wind 
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effect was only used at one of the race events with particle effects to simulate a 

windy weather. This will be showcased at the ‘Race Mode’ development section. 

To give a more realistic feeling for Ocean City, several ‘particle systems’ 

were added to the map , like birds flying in the sky,  smoke coming out from 

building chimneys , fire being burned inside a drum roll, bugs flying near garbage, 

leaves falling from trees and much more.  A particle system is a concept in 3D 

graphics, though it has only recently become practical for use in a gaming 

environment. A particle system allows a user to generate complex objects fairly 

easily and with relatively little resource usage by making many copies of simple, 

small objects. These particles were also being rendered in real-time when the 

player was very close to them. 

 

 
Figure #11: An image showing one of the many different particle systems used in Ocean City Racing. 
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Another Unreal Engine feature; decals were also used in the game to make 

the city environment look more detailed. A decal is a type of primitive that 

projects a material onto surfaces in a scene. Decals specify an oriented volume 

that is intersected with the scene geometry when the decal is created. All surfaces 

lying within the decal volume have the decal material projected onto them. 

Decals were used to project graffitis, manhole covers,  grates on to static meshes. 

 
Figure #12: Manhole decal used to give 3d effect on the road mesh. 

After the world map was created with much detail, it was time to include 
pedestrians and traffic for the game environment. For this an archetype of UE3 
Crowd System was used and it was heavily modified by visual programming to be 
compatible with Ocean City Racing. The crowd system of Unreal Engine 3 is 
designed to allow level designers to add 'crowds' of animated characters to a 
map, and control their movement and animations through a network of crowd 
destinations and visual programming interaction. Agent types are defined using 
archetypes, and a "plug-in" behavior system allows level designers to control the 
interaction of crowd agents with players and other NPCs (non-player characters).  
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The spawn specifications of these agents are controlled from Unreal 
Kismet. Unreal Engine 3's Unreal Kismet tool is a very flexible and powerful tool 
that allows non-programmers to script complex gameplay flow in level. It works 
by allowing you to connect simple functional Sequence Objects to form complex 
sequences.  

As Ocean City Racing was mainly developed by a non-programmer, Unreal 
Kismet was heavily used to manage the gameplay flow in the game. In the pre-
alpha build of the game the pedestrians around the map and the traffic were both 
spawned with Unreal Crowd System, however spawning traffic through crowd 
system was sort of a place holder for showcase because traffic spawned through 
Crowd System didn’t have rotating wheels.  

Figure #13: On the right part of the screenshot, the spawn system of one of the pedestrians can be seen. 
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To spawn a pedestrian from point A to B, first an archetype was created, 
defining the skeletal mesh, animation sets , physics asset of the human model. 
After that a pointway that this character would spawn and walk was added inside 
the editor using GameCrowdDestination actors. And finally using Unreal Kismet all 
these pieces would get attached by using Visual Programming and the human 
would spawn in the map. 5 different human models were used for pedestrians 
however different textures were created for them using Photoshop to give a 
different look for each pedestrians. In the final version by using this method an 
airplane in the sky, a dog, and boats on the sea were also being spawned. 

Figure #14: An example of an Archetype. 
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3.2. Gameplay Structure 

As with the other parts of the development, the gameplay of Ocean City 

Racing also had a hybrid and an always improving development. For Time-Trial 

and Race Mode, the main gameplay element was driving. For Free Roam Mode it 

was the first person perspective walking and driving. The feature to walk around 

and jump in a first person view was derived from the gameplay type ‘UDKGAME’ 

which is the default game type featured in the Unreal Development Kit. For the 

free roam mode this walk feature was merged with the ability to enter vehicle by 

pressing the button ‘E’ on a keyboard and the button ‘X’ on gamepads. And when 

the player would enter a vehicle the camera would switch back of the vehicle th 

entered. In Time-Trial and Race Modes player could not exit vehicles during an 

event. 

The basic driving code was done by Onur Uça in the early development 

days. However this code was not complex enough for a racing/driving game, 

because the handling was not good enough, the camera wasn’t dynamic  , vehicle 

didn’t have a human driver skeletal mesh and particle effects like smoke and 

brake lights. These improvements to the code were later made when a 

professional coder joined the project for a month. The scripting language of 

Unreal Engine is called Unreal Script. Unreal Script is a simple, high-level 

programming language that gives complete scripting control to developers. 

Game Code #1: The full code of the vehicle system done by Onur Uça in early Summer 2012 

build of the game which was later improved by a professional coder. This code was created by following 

online guides, it was not written from scratch. 

class alfa8cfinal extends SVehicle; 

var() name CameraTag 

simulated function bool CalcCamera( float fDeltaTime, out vector out_CamLoc, out rotator out_CamRot, out float out_FOV ) 

{ 

     local vector SocketLoc; 

     local rotator SocketRot; 

     local rotator Rot; 
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     Mesh.GetSocketWorldLocationAndRotation(CameraTag, SocketLoc, SocketRot); 

 Rot.Yaw = SocketRot.Yaw + Controller.Rotation.Yaw; 

Rot.Roll = SocketRot.Roll; 

Rot.Pitch = SocketRot.Pitch + Controller.Rotation.Pitch; 

 out_CamLoc = SocketLoc; 

out_CamRot = Rot; 

return true; 

} 

defaultproperties 

{ 

 CameraTag=Camera         

    CameraOffset=-180, 

    SeatIconPos=(X=0.46,Y=0.45), 

    DriverDamageMult=0.75, 

    bSeatVisible=true, 

    CameraBaseOffset=(X=-20,Y=0,Z=10), 

    SeatOffset=(X=-30,Y=0,Z=-5), 

 UprightLiftStrength=280.0 

 UprightTime=1.25 

 UprightTorqueStrength=500.0 

 bCanFlip=true 

 bHasHandbrake=true 

 GroundSpeed=1500    

 AirSpeed=1700   

 HeavySuspensionShiftPercent=0.75f; 

Begin Object Class=UDKVehicleSimCar Name=SimObject 

 WheelSuspensionStiffness=80.0   
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 WheelSuspensionDamping=3.0 

 WheelSuspensionBias=0.1 

 ChassisTorqueScale=0.0 

 MaxBrakeTorque=5.0 

 StopThreshold=100 

MaxSteerAngleCurve=(Points=((InVal=0,OutVal=45),(InVal=600.0,OutVal=15.0),(InVal=1100.0,OutVal=10.0),(InVal=1300.0,OutVal=6.
0),(InVal=1600.0,OutVal=1.0))) 

 SteerSpeed=110 

 LSDFactor=0.0 

 TorqueVSpeedCurve=(Points=((InVal=-600.0,OutVal=0.0),(InVal=-
300.0,OutVal=80.0),(InVal=0.0,OutVal=130.0),(InVal=950.0,OutVal=130.0),(InVal=1050.0,OutVal=10.0),(InVal=1150.0,OutVal=0.0))) 

 EngineRPMCurve=(Points=((InVal=-
500.0,OutVal=2500.0),(InVal=0.0,OutVal=500.0),(InVal=549.0,OutVal=3500.0),(InVal=550.0,OutVal=1000.0),(InVal=849.0,OutVal=4500.0),(InVal
=850.0,OutVal=1500.0),(InVal=1100.0,OutVal=5000.0))) 

 EngineBrakeFactor=0.025 

 ThrottleSpeed=0.2 

 WheelInertia=0.2 

 NumWheelsForFullSteering=4 

 SteeringReductionFactor=0.0 

 SteeringReductionMinSpeed=1100.0 

 SteeringReductionSpeed=1400.0 

 bAutoHandbrake=true 

 bClampedFrictionModel=true 

 FrontalCollisionGripFactor=0.18 

 ConsoleHardTurnGripFactor=1.0 

 HardTurnMotorTorque=0.7 

 SpeedBasedTurnDamping=20.0 

 AirControlTurnTorque=40.0 

 InAirUprightMaxTorque=15.0 

 InAirUprightTorqueFactor=-30.0 
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  WheelLongAsymptoteSlip=2.0 

 WheelLongAsymptoteValue=0.6 

 WheelLatExtremumSlip=0.35     // 20 degrees 

 WheelLatExtremumValue=0.9 

 WheelLatAsymptoteSlip=1.4     // 80 degrees 

 WheelLatAsymptoteValue=0.9 

 bAutoDrive=false 

 AutoDriveSteer=0.3 

End Object 

SimObj=SimObject 

Components.Add(SimObject) 

 

Begin Object Class=AudioComponent Name=ScorpionEngineSound 

  SoundCue=SoundCue'A_Vehicle_Scorpion.SoundCues.A_Vehicle_Scorpion_EngineLoop' 

 End Object 

 EngineSound=ScorpionEngineSound 

 Components.Add(ScorpionEngineSound); 

Begin Object Class=AudioComponent Name=ScorpionTireSound 

  SoundCue=SoundCue'A_Vehicle_Generic.Vehicle.VehicleSurface_TireDirt01Cue' 

 End Object 

  

Begin Object Class=AudioComponent Name=ScorpionSquealSound 

  SoundCue=SoundCue'A_Vehicle_Scorpion.SoundCues.A_Vehicle_Scorpion_Slide' 

 End Object 

 SquealSound=ScorpionSquealSound 

Components.Add(ScorpionSquealSound); 

CollisionSound=SoundCue'A_Vehicle_Scorpion.SoundCues.A_Vehicle_Scorpion_Collide' 
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EnterVehicleSound=SoundCue'A_Vehicle_Scorpion.SoundCues.A_Vehicle_Scorpion_Start' 

ExitVehicleSound=SoundCue'A_Vehicle_Scorpion.SoundCues.A_Vehicle_Scorpion_Stop' 

SquealThreshold=0.1 

SquealLatThreshold=0.02 

LatAngleVolumeMult = 30.0 

 EngineStartOffsetSecs=2.0 

 EngineStopOffsetSecs=1.0 

ExplosionSound=SoundCue'A_Vehicle_Scorpion.SoundCues.A_Vehicle_Scorpion_Explode' 

 Begin Object Name=SVehicleMesh 

 SkeletalMesh=SkeletalMesh'alfa8cpackage.alfa8cfinal' 

 AnimTreeTemplate=AnimTree'alfa8cpackage.AT_alfa8cfinal' 

 PhysicsAsset=PhysicsAsset'alfa8cpackage.alfa8cfinal_Physics' 

End Object 

Begin Object Class=SVehicleWheel Name=FLWheel 

 BoneName="Alfa_Whl_LHF" 

 SkelControlName="Alfa_Whl_LHF_CTRL" 

 WheelRadius=22 

 SteerFactor=1.0 

 LongSlipFactor=2.0 

 LatSlipFactor=3.0 

 HandbrakeLongSlipFactor=0.8 

 HandbrakeLatSlipFactor=0.8 

End Object 

 

Wheels(0)=FLWheel 

Begin Object Class=SVehicleWheel Name=FRWheel 

 BoneName="Alfa_Whl_RHF" 
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 SkelControlName="Alfa_Whl_RHF_CTRL" 

 WheelRadius=22 

 SteerFactor=1.0 

 LongSlipFactor=2.0 

 LatSlipFactor=3.0 

 HandbrakeLongSlipFactor=0.8 

 HandbrakeLatSlipFactor=0.8 

End Object 

Wheels(1)=FRWheel 

Begin Object Class=SVehicleWheel Name=RRWheel 

 BoneName="Alfa_Whl_RHR" 

 SkelControlName="Alfa_Whl_RHR_CTRL" 

 WheelRadius=22 

 bPoweredWheel=true 

End Object 

Wheels(2)=RRWheel 

Begin Object Class=SVehicleWheel Name=RLWheel 

 BoneName="Alfa_Whl_LHR" 

 SkelControlName="Alfa_Whl_LHR_CTRL" 

 WheelRadius=22 

 bPoweredWheel=true 

End Object 

Wheels(3)=RLWheel 

  

} 
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Until the end of Summer 2012, Ocean City Racing was developed alone by 

Onur Uça and at that point, there was a playable demo which featured only the 

Free Roam mode. By this time a gameplay demo was recorded and was showed 

to the developers. In the end, 2 coders joined the project. One of them , Hugo 

Ruivo worked on the project for about a month and made the necessary 

improvements to the basic driving code, improved the traffic spawn system, and 

manipulated the traffic spawn system to also function as the race mode 

opponents. After about a months work , he quit the project to join a work in a 

game studio. The other coder, Iman Shabani was involved with 5 other projects 

while doing some work for Ocean City Racing. He participated on creating the 

already designed game menu, user interface, and the connection of game modes 

and events. 

 

3.3. Graphics 

By combining the features of Unreal Engine 3 and a vibrant game design 

Ocean City Racing featured a high level of sophisticated graphics quality that 

would normally not be expected from a low price indie game. 

In the early days of the development Ocean City was not impressive in 

terms of visuals. Like most of the console games, it had pre-baked static lighting , 

static shadows,  one daytime and static skydome. However all these changed and 

a lot of industry standart effects were added later in the development. The final 

version could still have been a better looking game if it was possible to use high 

quality 3d models. Most of the 3d models used in the game were pretty basic 

because of extremely low development budget. 

The first significant and biggest improvement to the graphics of Ocean City 

Racing was the inclusion of real-time dynamic lighting and dynamic shadows. This 

feature was added just before the game hit pre-alpha stage in development and 

was showcased on Steam Greenlight. Switching from static lighting to dynamic 

lighting also improved the development. Despite the fact that the development 
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PC had 16gb ram and a quad core i5 processor, because of the open environment, 

it used to take more than 3 hours to build lighting. However with dynamic lighting 

, building lighting was cut down to 30 minutes. Of course despite the dynamic 

lighting some of the lighting was pre-calculated by the engine. To avoid high level 

of GPU usage not every object was allowed to have dynamic shadows. Also the 

dynamic shadowed objects had a very short shadow radius , so the shadow would 

not be rendered until the player is very close to that specific object. 

Figure #15: An image of the dynamic light actor and it’s settings. 

 

After the inclusion of dynamic lighting, a feature which is a must for open 
world games was added: a day & night cycle. This allowed the free roam mode to 
have ever changing graphics due to the day night cycle that was moving forward 
every second and it allowed to create unique graphics for the time-trial and race 
modes by using the dynamic light actor at different positions , using a different da 
and time settings. The day & night cycle was added by using Unreal Matinee. 
Matinee is a tool for keyframing the properties of Actors in a scene over time, 
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including their position. It can also be used to author cinematic sequences in a 
level which was used at intro sections of free roam, time-trial and race modes. 

Figure #16: An image of Unreal Matinee sequence of the day & night cycle. 

 

The day & night was achieved by creating a matinee sequence that controls 
the movement of the “Dominant Directional Movable Light” Actor and was linked 
to start with an Unreal Kismet event string. The whole matinee sequence was 5 
seconds long , but the sequence had a play rate of 0.002750 to make a day in-
game to be completed in 30 minutes. This was adjusted in time-trial and race 
events to make the cycle faster. Bloom scale, light color , brightness and the 
amount of fog was also being controlled from the matinee sequence. 
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Figure #17: A small partition of the Kismet sequence of Day&Night Cycle. 

At exactly 2.50 second of this sequence (15 minutes in-game time) the map 
would automatically turn into night. To light up the game environment at nights,  
a total of 135 “Togglelable Spot Light” actors were used. All these were placed 
above street light 3d models and they would turn on automatically via the Unreal 
Kismet string when it was night. Also 15 “Toggleable Point Light” actors were used 
to give a neon effect for specific areas to give a Miami vibe to the city at nights. 

.

Figure #18: An image from editor mode on how the start of night looks with almost 250 light actors. 
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Aside from the sophisticated day & night cycle, the toggleable light actors , 
real-time lighting and dynamic shadows , Ocean City Racing had a few other 
graphical features. One of them was the inclusion of real time rendering of light 
shafts which created beautiful looking scenes when the sun was rising and during 
sundowns. The heavy use of light shafts also allowed the game to look like the 
areas it was based on: the mixture of Miami Ocean Drive area and Ocean City, 
Maryland.  

 

Figure #19: An official screenshot of Ocean City Racing showcasing the light shaft effect. 

 

Also bloom and motion blur effects were used to enhance the visuals. 
Heavy amount of motion blur was used to give the high speed feel while driving 
and also during cinematic sequences when camera was moving. It was in 
connection with the actual speed of the player and the amount was increasing as 
the speed of the car was increasing. To smooth out the edges of objects FXAA 
(Fast Approximate Anti-Aliasing) was the choice of anti-aliasing method as it is the 
best method in terms of quality and resource usage. 
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Figure #20: A screenshot showing the motion blur at full effect   (camera is rotating at full speed) 

Pre calculated reflections were also featured in the game to make the cars , 
building windows and glasses look better. These reflections were created by using 
Unreal Material Editor. The reflections were actually fake to save GPU usage. The 
material was reflecting a screenshot instead of reflecting the real-time 
environment. 

Figure #21: The material of the reflective car bodies. 
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Aside from all the graphical features that were described, to keep up with 
the looks of the new high profile games ‘lens flares’ were heavily used in Ocean 
City Racing.  Lens Flare is a method of recreating the effect that a light source has 
when its beams pass through a camera lens. A few different lens flares were used 
in the game, one giving a ‘dirty lens flare’ look at night scenes , a red and blue lens 
flare was used at the top of bridge to make the city feel more alive at nights, and 
a traditional yellow lens flare coming from light sources was used. 

Figure #22: An image from the editor mode shows the lens flares used on the bridge model. 

 

Finally; different graphical scenarios were featured at time-trial and race 
events to make these two modes unique: like rainy and windy maps, using certain 
materials, particles. These will be described in full detail at later pages. 
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3.4. Game Modes Development 

Free roam, time-trial and race modes are the three game modes developed 
for the game. After launching the game players would see the game menu and 
from there they were able to select the game mode they want to play , change 
certain game options , look at credits or exit the game. 

3.4.1  Free Roam Development 

Free roam mode was the first and only playable game mode until the game 
reached Alpha build. Free Roam mode consisted the creation of the game 
environment and the development of gameplay aspects such as the advanced 
driving system and the first person perspective on foot exploration. 

When a player selects to play the Free Roam Mode, they would be 
introduced to the game and the city with a 10 second intro video showing 3 
different scenes and a 10 second fast day & night cycle to showcase the feature. 
After the video , on-screen text messages would appear to tell players the basic 
keys they need to use. This on text message was being programmed to appear by 
using Unreal Kismet. 

Figure #23: The Kismet sequence of the first minute of Free Roam Mode. 
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In the Free Roam Mode players were encouraged to cruise around the city 
either with the vehicles that were waiting for the players to find them, or on foot 
with a first person camera. A lot of stunt locations were added to the map and 
when the player fails to make the stunt they would sometimes get ‘stuck’ in an 
area. To avoid this, a checkpoint system was added for the Free Roam Mode. To 
make this happen 40 Path Nodes were placed at certain points at the map and 
when the required button is pressed, the player would respawn at the closest 
Path Node.  

Figure #24: The entire visual programming of Free Roam Mode which is completely done by Onur Uça. 

 

The final version of the traffic system was created by using Spline Actors. 
The Unreal Developer Network says: “Sometimes a game system requires a 
complex path through a level, but is not appropriate for the Matinee tool. An 
example of this may be a traffic system, where vehicle routes need to branch and 
merge. There is an Actor class called SplineActor which can be used for this.”         
A total of 262 Spline Actors were used to create the Free Roam Mode map traffic. 
All of these were connected and shaped in a way vehicles would drive, so all the 
connections were done in either straight or in curved angles. The traffic system 
also had a crowd percentage.  %20 of occupation percentage was used for Free 
Roam Mode. To give an example, a %50 of occupation percentage would spawn a  
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vehicle at half of the Spline Actors, in this case 131 vehicles and this would lower 
the frame rate significantly. To avoid this %20 occupation percentage was used 
and all vehicles had an occlusion distance of 9100 Unreal Units, which means they 
weren’t being rendered until players are close to them. 

 
Figure #25: An aerial view of the map in wireframe mode shows the traffic flow and the white dots which are the 
connections. 

 

3.4.2  Time-Trial Development 

Time-Trial was the second game mode developed for Ocean City Racing. As 

said earlier, the user interface was designed by Onur Uça and it was implemented 

in-game by Iman Shabani. A total of ten time trial events were available and each 

was set to unlock if the players were able to beat the set time at a previous event. 

This made time-trial quite challenging and probably was the hardest game mode 

to complete in the game. The decision to include ten time-trial events was made 

to make sure every event would feel unique and a be a new experience for the 

player and not feel repetitive. While half of the events featured driving a regular 

sports car through checkpoints as fast as possible, some events like driving the 

quad bike inside a subway station, driving an SUV off-road and jumping off 

through a pier into the sea was the highlight moments of the time-trial mode. 
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Two particle effects were created by using Unreal Cascade. Cascade is a 
tool for creating particle-based effects using emitters in the Unreal Engine. A blue 
smoke particle effect was created the show the start and finish points of the 
event, and a red smoke particle was created to show the checkpoints. Red and 
blue lens flares were also placed at the source point of these particle effects to 
increase the awareness. Also to avoid players getting confused on where to drive, 
certain translucent ‘turn left’ and ‘turn right’ materials were added on a 
extremely low poly static mesh. 

Figure #26: An editor screen cap showing the ‘go here’ signs and the particle effects. 

 

At the start and end points of the time-trial and also race mode events, a 
“race crew” atmopshere was created by placing human models that are cheering 
up, clapping , waving with both animations and sound. Particle effects such as 
smoke and fire lit inside drum rolls and much more were  also added. This scene 
would be shown to the player for 5 seconds at both start and finish points at all 
events by using different camera actors and capturing the footage real time by 
using Unreal Matinee.  

 

At the start scenes of time-trial and race, a woman would play one of the 
two different animations available. These two animations were captured in a 
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motion capture studio by using a woman actor dressed and acting in a motion 
capture suit in Zagreb,Croatia (at the game studio of “Serious Sam” developers). 

Figure #27: An official screenshot showing an intro scene of a time-trial event with the woman mocap in motion. 

Finally, exclusive to the time-trial mode , on screen turn left / turn right 
messages were added by using Trigger Touch Volumes and using Unreal Kismet. 
Also in off-road events, dirt particles were attached to vehicle tires and they 
would turn on and off by the Trigger Touch volumes as the player drives through. 
To give an example, by using visual programming inside the editor this was 
achieved: When the player is driving an SUV at the dirt track, dirt would come off 
the vehicles tires but as soon as the player would go on an asphalt road, the dirt 
particle effect would disable itself. This method was also used to enable and 
disable lens flares, interp actors and much more. 

Figure #28: A screencap showing 
how the trigger volumes are interacted with toggling hiding and unhiding targets. 
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3.4.3  Race Mode Development 

The development phase of Race Mode started in January 2013 and it took 3 

months to complete this mode. It was probably the most challenging mode to 

create mainly because of the lack of a intellegent AI system. For the opponent AI 

system, a minorly improved version of the traffic system was used, again by using 

Spline Actors. The main problem with this was the AI vehicles would go out of 

route , crash or get stuck at high speeds. There was no coding to control their 

acceleration or braking. The whole AI scripting was done inside the editor by using 

Spline Actor and Trigger Touches and Unreal Kismet.  

Figure #29: A screenshot showing how the AI scripting was done. 

 

As with time-trial, there were 10 unique events in race mode. All these 10 

events had 4 strings of AI routes created by using Spline Actors. Their braking 

behaviour was controlled by trigger touches and visual programming. When the 

AI player would touch a ‘trigger’ when nearing a corner their speed would drop 

from ‘1500’ to ‘750’ then ‘500’ and then when the AI managed to take the corner, 
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again by trigger touch their speed would be unlocked to 250 km/h. This consumed 

a lot of time and careful testing to make sure all the ai vehicles managed to drive 

around the events without a problem. For example for Race Mode Event #10,  a 

total of 513 Spline Actors were used, all connected with the correctly adjusted 

smooth angles and a total of 188 Speed Volumes that work with Trigger Touching 

was used to make sure every AI vehicle was braking and then accelerating as fast 

as possible to make the race mode as competitive as possible. To avoid the 4 ai 

string getting mixed up, pink, yellow, blue and green colors were used to make 

them distinctive. 

Figure #30: A screenshot showing the speed volumes and the uniquely colored Spline Actors. 

 

In order to unlock the next event players were obligated to complete the 

event at either first, second or in third position. In the next unlocked event they 

would receive a brand new and a faster vehicle to compete with. While deciding 

the order of the events , it was made sure all of them had a different time of day, 

weather , lighting to make sure all of them feels new to the player.  After finishing 

the development of the Race Mode, the final stages of the development began. 
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Figure #31: The visual programming of ‘race’ part of Race Mode #10 (excluding day&night cycle, ped spawns ext.) 

 

3.4.  Optimization / Quality Assurance 

Throughout the development, Ocean City Racing underwent a lot of 

changes, both for graphical improvements and optimization needs. The main 

significant change was dropping static lighting, shadows and switching to dynamic 

lighting and shadows. While this change resulted in a major improvement in 

terms of graphics, it had both upside and downside effects on the optimization of 

the game. Dynamic lighting required more GPU usage compared to static lighting , 

but with dynamic shadows and the ability to make the dynamic shadow radius as 

low as possible was a positive thing for less GPU usage. Certain effects like Depth 

of Field were not used in the game because they require heavy pc resource usage. 
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For anti-aliasing method, FXAA and temporal anti-aliasing was used. Anti-aliasing 

produces a superior image by using grey pixels to simulate partial pixels along the 

edges of a line. FXAA stands for Fast Approximate Anti-Aliasing.   Multi-Sampled 

Anti-Aliasing (MSAA) was not used because it was using extreme percentages of 

the graphics card’s power as Ocean City Racing is an open world game and there 

are many objects that needed to be anti-aliased. 

For all the objects (3d models) in the game a total of 3 LOD’s were used. 

Level of detail is a general design term for video game landscapes in which closer 

objects are rendered with more polygons than objects that are farther away.  

Different LOD versions of the models were created inside Unreal Engine using 

Simplygon. Simplygon is directly integrated into Unreal Editor, the native editor of 

Unreal Engine 3 and UDK. This makes cutting edge mesh reduction and proxy 

mesh generation available to the developers. To completely disable rendering of 

unseen objects when a player is far away, a massive Cull Distance Volume placed 

in a way to include the whole map. Cull distance volumes are very useful 

optimization tools. What they do is automatically set a cull distance for all 

primitives within the volume, based on the bounds of the individual primitives. 

The cull distance volume value is only used if it is lower than the set 

MaxDrawDistance of the primitive. The main intention for implementation was to 

optimize the case of large outdoor maps.  

Figure #32: Static Mesh editor showing almost %50 triangle and vertical count is saved with the use of LOD system. 

LOD1 is being rendered until a player is ‘4000’ Unreal Units close to the object. 
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To reduce the memory usage, textures were made as low resolutioned as 

possible, same textures were used in different objects, and texture streaming was 

used. For example when a building used a 1024x1024 texture, this texture would 

be streamed as 64x64 if the player is not able to see the texture. As the player 

would get near to the texture, the resolution of the texture would increase 

automatically.  The texture streaming system is multi-threaded and priority-

based. When using a texture pool, it won't stream out a texture until that 

memory is needed by another texture with higher priority, which makes texture 

quality more stable and prevents unnecessary disk access. The priority of a 

texture is primarily based on distance but it also takes other factors into account, 

such as time, wanted resolution and whether it's forced (flagged to be fully 

streamed in – in this case the 4 road textures in the game). The system 

periodically calculates two values for each streaming texture: the wanted number 

of mip-levels and the priority. It then sorts all textures based on their priorities 

and tries to make sure that all textures have at least the number of wanted mip-

levels in memory, starting with the texture with the highest priority. If a texture 

needs to stream in more mip-levels and there isn't enough memory available at 

the time, it will start to stream out mip-levels from low-priority textures and try 

again the next time. 

Another optimization method was to remove the physics on certain objects 

like trees, certain particle effects, heavy traffic, pedestrians on Free-Roam and 

other events that had access to the entire map. The heavy physics and particle 

effects were featured in a few of the time-trial and race events when the whole 

map was not accessible so those parts were removed. The gpu/cpu allocation of 

the removed parts were used on those heavy physics and particle effects. For 

example in Race Mode #2 , only 1/5 of the map was used, which decrease the gpu 

and cpu usage by almost %50. This empty gpu and cpu usage was used to render 

wind physics, rain, heavy smoke particles , falling leaves and much more in certain 

events. 
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Figure #33: A view from Race Mode #2 optimized to run the same as Free Roam Mode, but with wind physics, 

smoke particle effects and tree movement physics. 

 

Ocean City Racing was originally released for Windows PC and Mac OSX 

systems , however after the release some reports came regarding the game was 

crashing at certain Mac systems and because of this unknown error, the Mac 

version was cancelled 3 months after the release.  

Table #1: The final PC system requirements of Ocean City Racing. 
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The Quality Assurance stage of Ocean City Racing was the last segment of 

the development. The first thing to do was to fix the errors that were coming up 

at log files which were mainly Kismet (visual programming) warning logs regarding 

certain game events and the pedestrian spawn system. At the alpha stage of the 

development there was a specific log error that was coming out at each tick 

because of a problem about the ragdoll physics of pedestrians. It caused the 

development pc hard drive to break. After the main hard drive was broken , 2 

weeks of work was lost. (The latest backup was from 2 weeks ago). After a new 

Windows was installed with a brand new hdd , and the 2 weeks of work was re-

done. Later the log error that caused the hdd to break was fixed immediately, 

since it could cause hardware problems at customers computers. In the released 

version the log file had very few warnings and had no effect on hard drive 

performance.   

 

After the back-end problems were fixed, the first mode to smooth out the 

errors  was Free Roam Mode. Since the ending of Free Roam Mode was 

determined by players as when they want to quit it, the main things needed fixing 

were regarding the freedom the players could get. In order to avoid players falling 

into seas , lakes , or going out of map to unwanted places; blocking volumes were 

shaped using Geometry Tool and more than 100 blocking volumes were added to 

the map.  Blocking Volume is a bounding volume used to block certain classes of 

actors primary use is to provide collision for non-zero extent traces around static 

meshes. Basically it is an invisible barrier.  Players still found certain ways to 

overcome these blocking volumes by trying hard to do stunts like driving a vehicle 

to a jumping location at max speed and posting videos on YouTube. Aside from 

blocking volumes, basic meshes used simple 6 angled collision and for complex 

meshes again blocking volumes were used.  
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Figure #34: Editor mode showing blocking volumes at the lake area. Notice the trees using cone shaped blocking 

volumes instead of complex collision to save CPU usage. 

 

At the Time-Trial mode, all the events were tested more than 100 times 

each to make sure everything worked as it should and every error was fixed 

immediately as Unreal Development Kit has the ability to launch the game directly 

from editor and when you quit it, you can make the changes you want. The 

required times to pass an event at Time-Trial was determined by the play testing 

results of 5 samples with different video game habits.  Again the difficulty of the 

Race Mode events were tested by these same samples and the race mode 

opponent artificial intelligence was made as good as possible. But it was a known 

fault before release that the opponents were not challenging enough for 

experienced race video game players. A lot of time was spent on Race Mode to 

perfect every second of it with precise AI tuning by manipulating Spline Actors , 

using as many Speed Volumes as possible, and simplifying collisions. At the 

release version, most of the errors that were found were fixed , the ones that 

were not possible to fix were replaced with some work-around fixes. It is safe to 

say that Ocean City Racing was a quality product for an indie game in terms of 

problems that players could have had. A support forum and a support e-mail 

address was also available after the release to help customers with problems 

regarding the game. 
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4.  PRODUCTION 

The production phase was the last part of the development before the 

release. The task was to create a fully functioning setup file to distribute Ocean 

City Racing to customers all around the world.  

4.1.  Game Packaging on PC and MAC 

The packaging of a game developed on Unreal Engine is done in a program 

called Unreal Frontend. Here, developers can ‘cook’ a game for PC, Mac, and iOS. 

For Ocean City Racing, the game was cooked for PC and Mac versions, however as 

said earlier, the Mac version was cancelled due to some unidentifiable problems 

certain customers faced. Compared to the Windows PC version, the Mac version 

required a better CPU and GPU, mainly because of the fact that Mac uses OpenGL 

instead of DirectX. Interestingly enough, after the cancellation of the Mac version 

, it was released by a mac scene release group on to all torrent websites.  

Figure #35: The scripting process of OCR Mac version 
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In order to package Ocean City Racing , first all the maps are added to 

Unreal Frontend. For both PC and Mac versions , there were a total of 22 maps, 

10 race maps , 10 time-trial maps, a menu map and the free roam map. After this, 

the scripts have to be fully recompiled and then all the game content needs to get 

cleaned and fully recooked. At these two steps , a lot of errors were received 

throughout the production and they were fixed one by one. After the script and 

game cooking is done without any yellow or red errors , the game gets packaged. 

Game Icon and game launch image were created on Adobe Photoshop and added 

to UDK directory. For the Mac loading screen, a .swf flash video was created using 

Adobe Flash CS5. For PC version loading screen, Bink Movie was required to be 

used, so first a loading video was created using Windows Movie Maker and then 

the result was converted to .mp4. After that the mp4 file was converted to.bik 

format in order to work. Bink is a proprietary video file format developed by RAD 

Game Tools, and primarily used for full-motion video sequences in video games. 

4.2.  The use of DRM and InstallShield 

Using InstallShield setup service was considered, however it wasn’t used 

because the licensed version costs more than $1000. InstallShield is a powerful 

installation development solution for creating Windows installations. Instead of 

this a DRM-Free UDK setup exe was used for the PC version. DRM stands for 

Digital Rights Management, and it refers to a type of encryption applied to files to 

tie them to a particular user – it’s one of the mechanisms publishers use to try to 

prevent piracy.  DRM unfortunately also makes some legitimate uses of files 

tricky. For this reason, some publishers have decided to do away with DRM, to 

give their customers more flexibility and confidence.  

Probably because of the combination of three factors: the lack of drm 

security, lack of a Steam release at launch, and the lack of a multiplayer mode to 

force people to purchase the game, Ocean City Racing was illegally downloaded 

more than 100.000 times as of the first quarter of 2014. This issue will be 

described in more detail in later pages. 
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5.  PUBLISHING & MARKETING & PR 
 

The marketing and public relation phases of Ocean City Racing began in 
Summer 2012 just before the game hit Pre-Alpha development stage and was 
shown to public. On August 20th of 2012, the commercial license of UDK was 
accepted by Epic Games which gave the permission to release Ocean City Racing. 
At the same time the official website of the game launched as 
www.oceancitygame.com, as well as www.oceancityracing.com which was being 
directed to the same website. 

 

5.1.  Steam Greenlight Campaign Launch 

 When Ocean City Racing hit pre-alpha stage of development on September 
2012, a Steam Greenlight campaign was launched along with pre-alpha build 
footage of the game which was shown to public. Steam Greenlight is a system 
that enlists the community's help in picking some of the new games to be 
released on Steam. Developers post information, screenshots, and video for their 
game and seek a critical mass of community support in order to get selected for 
distribution. Steam Greenlight also helps developers get feedback from potential 
customers and start creating an active community around their game during the 
development process.  
 

 
Figure #36: Steam Greenlight page of Ocean City Racing. 

http://www.oceancitygame.com/
http://www.oceancityracing.com/
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 Steam visitors can either browse Greenlight titles by selecting categories 
and clicking on titles by looking at their thumbnail images , or they browse titles 
randomly by clicking ‘next’. The second option was used heavily by Steam users 
instead of the traditional browsing the titles that interest users. This resulted 
users seeing game genres they are not interested and clicking ‘No I wouldn’t buy 
this game’.  As of May  20th of 2014, Ocean City Racing has a total of 6,234 ‘Yes, I 
would buy this game if it was on Steam’ votes and the game is #41 out of 1,670 
games in Greenlight. 
 

 
Table#2: Ocean City Racing Steam Greenlight stats as of May 19

th
 of 2014. 

 
On 28th of May 2014, Ocean City Racing has been accepted to Steam via the 
Greenlight system and will be released on Steam once the required paperwork 
will be complete between Onur Uça and Valve Corporation. 
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5.2.  Building a Community 

 
With the help of Steam Greenlight and IndieDB.com Ocean City Racing 

gained some attention while the game was in development and a lot of important 
feedback was received from the potential customers and almost everything they 
told was done or was fixed throughout the development. For example when the 
pre-alpha footage was shown to public in September 2012, few people 
complained the roads in the game were too narrow. After hearing the same 
complaint from multiple people, the issue was examined and in the final version 
the roads were almost 75% wider. Without receiving the potential customers 
input throughout the development, the game could have been released with 
major design problems.  

 
Throughout the development new screenshots, gameplay videos , 

information and news were shared with the people who started following Ocean 
City Racing through Steam Greenlight and IndieDb.com and their opinions were 
constantly asked. 

 

5.3.  Digital Distribution 

While the game was in development and awaiting Steam approval at 
Greenlight, a total of 4 publishing deals were made with popular digital game 
distribution services similar to Steam.  

 
First digital game store to accept Ocean City Racing to be released was 

Desura. Through Desura and it’s sister websites IndieDB.com and ModDb.com, 
the marketing of Ocean City Racing began. A lot of valuable customer input was 
received and affected the development.  The contract between Desura and Onur 
Uça was signed in October 2012. Two key terms of the contract were; 70% of the 
revenue would go to developer , 30% of the revenue would go to Desura, and, 
payments would be made each quarter when net revenue goes above $500. 
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At early 2013, two other distribution deals were made with respectively 
Green Man Gaming and Get Games Go Ltd.  On May 20th of 2013, Ocean City 
Racing was released for PC and MAC on desura.com , getgamesgo.com and 
greenmangaming.com.  2 weeks later it was released on gameolith.com.  At all 
these 4 websites the revenue share method was used, meaning 70% of the 
revenue was being sent to the developer. The taxes excluding differed from store 
to store, as each are located in a different country. For example Green Man 
Gaming, which is a company located in United Kingdom had the biggest tax cut 
compared to the other stores. Around 33% of the initial revenue would go to the 
UK government. 

 

 
Figure #37: Green Man Gaming Sales Page of Ocean City Racing. 
  
 
5.4.   Marketing & PR Before and After Release 
 

On September 2012 when Ocean City Racing Steam Greenlight campaign 
was launched, GameSpot , one of the biggest video game websites became an 
official partner of Ocean City Racing and featured all the trailers, gameplay videos, 
news and screenshots of the game throughout a year both at their website and at 
their YouTube channel.  

http://www.desura.com/
http://www.greenmangaming.com/
http://www.greenmangaming.com/
http://www.gameolith.com/
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Figure #38: Ocean City Racing Game Page at GameSpot.com , the biggest partner of the game. 

 
When Ocean City Racing was released on May 2013, a mass e-mail was sent 

to almost every video game website across to world, along with a press kit file 
containing info, screenshots and the launch trailer of the game. However only a 
small percentage of these websites addressed the inquiries and featured Ocean 
City Racing at their website. This was due to the editors receiving the inquiries 
were not told by their upper management to feature the game. Normally when a 
video game is asked to be featured in a video game site, it is usually tied up with 
the publisher giving advertisements to that site and the upper management 
ordering the editors to feature that game. But without a publisher and no 
advertising budget, Ocean City Racing was only featured at the sites where the 
editors actually read the e-mail they received and decided to post the 
screenshots, trailer to their site.  

Aside from the top partner GameSpot.com; GameTrailers.com, Rock Paper 
Shotgun.com , TruePcGaming.com ,  IndieGameMag.com , DSOGaming.com were 
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a few of the websites that featured  a story about Ocean City Racing. If all the 
game websites featured a story about the game, then the people aware of the 
game’s existence would have been a lot more. Aside from the video game 
websites, Epic Games: the creators of Unreal Development Kit featured the game 
on their website, Twitter and Facebook account and let the community know 
about the release. The advertisement budget of the game was only $30 and this 
money was used on YouTube to advertise the official launch trailer. 

 
 
5.5    Player ‘s Opinions about Ocean City Racing 

 
With the release of the game, a lot of customers as well as YouTube 

personalities started capturing gameplay footages with commentaries and 
posting them at YouTube. While this was a positive thing in order to receive 
publicity, it became a negative thing because of the way these players played the 
game. Normally when a gamer posts a video about an AAA game, they make sure 
to capture the video when they ‘learned’ how to play that game. However with 
Ocean City Racing , almost every person who uploaded a video captured the first 
minutes they started the game when they were  unfamiliar with the controls , the 
gameplay mechanics and the handling of the vehicles. This made the game look 
‘bad’ on certain fan-made videos compared to the official gameplay videos. If 
these customers would have captured a gameplay footage after playing the game 
for about half an hour, the videos would have looked better in terms of how other 
people see it. Aside from these videos hundreds of videos showing where to 
illegally download and crack Ocean City Racing appeared and after a point it was 
impossible to report the videos. 

 
Below are the unedited user reviews about Ocean City Racing that were 

posted on GreenManGaming.com. 

Score: 66 | Pretty fun racing game 

lok0812 | Nov. 22, 2013 | 

This game is similar to any other racing game out there except it is taking place in a moderate 
size open world similar to Burnout Paradise. The game features racing mode to pit the player 
against AI drivers, challenge mode to challenge player in time for completion, as well as a free 
roam mode to allow player to just simply drive around the world and explore. While there isn't 
anything innovating about this racing title the game itself is acceptable for racing fans but just 
don't expect NFS expectation with many customizations and multiplayer play.  
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Score: 77 | Huge World, Fun Racing but Slow-Paced for a Racing Game 

thegaminglyfe | June 17, 2013 |  

Ocean City Racing has a huge map with lots of different vehicles to experiment with. Each with 
it's own unique attributes. The game is a bit slow-paced, there aren't many cars on the street 
and the city feels dead. I believe that to feel fast-paced, you should be shooting past cars. The 
races are fast but still don't add to the feeling of being fast-paced because you all seem to be 
going the same speed. If you are on a budget and want an open world racer for only $5, get this 
game. But if not, go with something else. 

 

Score: 77 | Not Bad! 

Plasros | June 14, 2013 |  

While the game does have pretty good (if not particularly realistic) graphics for an indie racer, it 
has an uninspired soundtrack. You would think that the developer would counteract the slow 
and steady nature of driving with an upbeat soundtrack. Sadly however, our ears are given the 
treat of listening to someone play a guitar and sing slow songs that sound like every other band 
from the mid-nineties. All in all, I'm impressed with the implementation for an indie GAME. 
However being in the racing category, it falls short in several key areas. I'll beat the racing mode 
because I'm a completionist, but free roam is pointless giving this game zero replayability.  

 

Score: 80 | Awesome racing game! 

Koomazaz | May 22, 2013 | 

This game is HUGE! This game is easily one of the best values in a racing game. For only $5, you 
can enjoy this awesome open-world city. The free mode is reminiscent of GTA but without the 
violence. On top of the free mode, OCR offers a pretty realistic race mode. The graphics aren't 
so great, but the huge open world makes it well worth it. Try this game, and you won't regret it! 

 

Score: 60 | A nice title 

Cavalieroscuro | May 21, 2013 |  

Ocean City Racing has various modes, in which you can simply driving by the city or compete 
with other AI enemies in a racing. There are a lot of vehicles and this is good, the graphic is nice 
thanks to the Unreal Engine, but the game will bore you soon. It isn't strictly a racing game, 
because the "core" is around the free roaming experience, so simply search for a better 
experience then this, like Burnout Paradise for example. 
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5.6.   The Effect of Piracy  
 
One of the biggest reasons Ocean City Racing didn’t become a commercial 

success was piracy. Less than 24 hours after the game was released, the cracked 
version of the game was released to more than 250 torrent and file sharing 
websites. As of April 2014 it is suspected that more than 100.000 individuals 
illegally downloaded Ocean City Racing. 

 

 
Figure #39: A quick Google Search of ‘ocean city racing torrent’ gives out 215.000 results. 
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At the first weeks of the release tons of DMCA complaints were sent to 
those torrents , file sharing sites and the release groups. Despite the removal of 
the game files , they were being re-uploaded the day they were removed. Digital 
Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) is a United States copyright law that 
implements to the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO). It 
criminalizes production and dissemination of technology, devices, or services 
intended to circumvent measures (commonly known as digital rights 
management or DRM) that control access to copyrighted works. It is safe to say 
that the screenshots and the launch trailer of the game was ‘marketed’ more 
throughout the torrent websites than it did at video game websites. 
 

 
 

5.7.   A Search For a Publisher & Indie Bundles & Promotions 
 
A few weeks after the release of Ocean City Racing, it was evident that new 

way needed to be found in order to sell legal copies of the game. Talks with a few 
Russian and a Polish company started. The talks with the two Russian companies 
quickly ended as they were interested in the revenue sharing method however 
the Polish company offered €3000 to purchase the rights to the distribution of the 
game. However the deal was cancelled at the last second because the company 
changed his mind and decided to purchase another game; a Russian developed 
game with Polish language already available instead. A few weeks after the 
release, multiple publishing offers came from small publishers but no deals were 
made because all of them wanted to distribute the game with a revenue share 
option, instead of directly purchasing the rights to publish the game globally or 
inside a specific country. 

 
On August 2013, a new and a different type of business deal came from 

Groupees.com. The offer was to feature Ocean City Racing in an ‘indie bundle’ 
sale with 5 other games with potential customers being able to buy the bundle for 
less than a dollar or more. After much thinking, the offer was accepted and Ocean 
City Racing was featured in the ‘Build a Greenlight Bundle #3’. A total of 5,091 
bundles were sold , however it is unknown how many of these customers 
downloaded and actually played Ocean City Racing. 
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On October 2013, a similar offer came from IndieBundle.org however a few 

weeks later the offer was cancelled due to Ocean City Racing being pending on 
Steam approval. 

 
On February 2014, a third bundle offer was received and accepted from 

GamesRage.org.  However in terms of sales, this bundle was nowhere successful 
as the Groupees bundle selling only 936 bundle copies in 2 weeks. 

 
On April 2014, the price of Ocean City Racing was dropped by 40% to 

$2.99/€2.89/ £2.79 exclusively on Desura.com and Gameolith.com. This final 
promotion helped increase the sales by 30%. 

 
On May 2014 a new contract was signed between Onur Uça and Indie Gala 

to feature Ocean City Racing in a weekly bundle. The bundle has sold more than 
7,731 units and generated a four figure revenue for Ocean City Racing’s sales. 
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6.  CONCLUSION 

In conclusion; Ocean City Racing was successfully designed, developed, 

produced and released digitally to a worldwide audience. It is fair to say that 

Ocean City Racing is an advanced indie game which was developed with minimal 

resources in terms of graphics and overall game quality. The lack of a marketing 

budget or a publisher to promote the game caused the sales to be lower than 

expected. When looking at demographics  , the majority of the customers who 

purchased Ocean City Racing were from United States of America and United 

Kingdom. This applies to most games because only the majority of gamers from 

these two countries legally purchase the games they play.  For example while less 

than 20 legal copies of Ocean City Racing were purchased from Russia , more than 

10% of the illegal downloads , around 10.000 came from Russia. This means 

probably because of its genre , Ocean City Racing gained more attention in 

countries that simply do not purchase video games compared to the countries 

that legally purchase their video games.  

 
Figure #40: The age, gender and country demographics of Ocean City Racing on Desura.com 
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Aside from the extreme pirating of the game, the majority of those who 

legally purchased the game were happy with their purchase and rated the game 
with high scores , around 1 person out of 10 customers gave a negative review 
about the game. The fact that Ocean City Racing was more popular in ages above 
20 shows the true audience of the game: current gamers who also played driving 
games 10 years ago and with Ocean City Racing , they found a game having similar 
parts of how driving games used to be; not about driving at high speeds all the 
time like the Need for Speed series, but driving with realistic speeds, advanced 
handling physics, narrow city environments ext. 
 
 
 10 months after the initial release of Ocean City Racing, there are still 
people purchasing the game and it currently has been torrented by more than 
100.000 individuals.  As of May 2014 , Ocean City Racing has sold more than 500 
units on the digital game stores from it’s regular price and about 14,000 bundles 
containing Ocean City Racing were  shipped. Ocean City Racing is also about to be 
released on Steam, the worlds most popular digital game store and is expected to 
sell a lot more units in the upcoming months. 
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